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Lesson Key Objectives 

 

 

Lesson Title 

1 To use our pupil voice.  

To decide which animal group we would like to be in during Early Years 

Family Groups activities. 

Pupil Voice  

 

2 To recognise what all children need to stay alive and grow up well.  

To begin to find out about the experiences of children in other countries 

and cultures.  

Introducing Basic 

Rights 

3 To recognise similarities and differences between their own lives and the 

lives of others.  

To understand that differences are an acceptable part of life. 

To further develop speaking and listening skills. 

To develop skills of observation and description. 

Families 

4 To understand that all children need somewhere to live – a place to call 

home. 

To make links between their own lives and the lives of others as they 

begin to understand that many different places can be homes. 

To further develop speaking and listening skills. 

My Home, Your Home 

5a To recognise that all children need nutritious food for good health. 

To know that children in different places eat different foods, prepared 

in different ways.  

To understand that we all enjoy food and have favourite foods. 

To understand that differences are an acceptable part of life – food 

What do you eat? 



eaten around the world may look and taste different but is enjoyed by 

the people that eat it so it is different, not better or worse, than the 

food they eat. 

5b A recap of the key objectives from lesson 5a.  What do you eat? 

6 To understand how the NSPCC can help us. 

To understand and learn the PANTS rules. 

To name body parts and know which parts should be private. 

NSPCC Pants 

7 To recognise similarities and differences between their own lives and the 

lives of others.  

To understand that differences are an acceptable part of life. 

To know how different families can be.  

To further develop speaking and listening skills. 

Rainbow Day  

Equality and Diversity  

 

 

8 To explore the right to clean water. 

To make links between their lives and the lives of others. 

To find out how children in other countries have their right to water 

fulfilled.  

To further develop empathy. 

To further develop the children’s speaking, listening and observational 

skills. 

What’s missing? 

9 To explore a child's rights to play and relax. 

To enable the children to recognise similarities and differences between 

their lives and the lives of others. 

Let’s Play 

10  A recap of the key objectives from lesson 9. 

 

Let’s Play 

11 To explore the balance between Rights and responsibilities and explore 

the concept of co-operation and participation. 

To further develop the skills of co-operation and participation.  

Co-operation  

12 To elect new members to The Children’s Attendance Working Party. Attendance Focus  



To discuss together the incentives and rewards, currently in place, for 

attendance.  

To consider the impact of lateness to school.  

13  To explore issues of equality. 

To celebrate, respect and value diversity. 

To develop positive self-image and self-esteem.  

Diversity – We’re the 

same; we’re different  

14 To understand what Sustainable Development Goal 4 is. 

To be able to use evidence to identify why there is a need for more 

teachers and more support for teachers around the world. 

To be able to identify a sequence of events from cause to effect to 

solution for the global learning crisis. 

To develop the skills and knowledge to democratically influence their MP 

and Parliament. 

All My Friends Need 

Teachers! 

 

 

 

 

 

Assessment of Learning 

 
 

Understanding Skills Attitudes 

Developments in children’s 

understanding of human rights issues 

are indicated by a capacity to 

 make appropriate use of age 

appropriate human rights 

Developments in children’s skills in 

exploring human rights issues are 

indicated by an ability to 

 listen respectfully. 

 communicate ideas.  

Developments in children’s attitudes 

in exploring human rights issues are 

indicated by an ability to 

 identify attitudes which may be 

limiting or prejudicial. 



vocabulary (e.g., needs wants, 

rights). 

 recognise issues of human rights 

and responsibility in everyday 

scenarios. 

 begin to understand a global 

perspective to exploring the 

basic rights of all children. 

 

 work collaboratively in groups. 

 engage in class discussions. 

 identify changes in their own 

attitudes. 

 reflect on their own attitudes to 

the ideas and opinions of others. 

 display tolerance to others 

whose attitudes differ from 

their own. 

 recognise the link between  

attitudes and actions. 

 



Lesson 1 
 

Pupil Voice  

 

Key Objectives 

To use our pupil voice.  
 

Materials 

PowerPoint presentation 

  
 

Activity: 

Tell the children that throughout this school year, during Family Group time, they will 

be finding out about some very important Rights that all children should have.  

Explain that during Family Group time the children work in groups; we need to update 

our Family Group posters so that we know which group each child will be working in. 

 

Look at the farm animal slides. Suggested questions:- 

Do you know all of the baby animals?  

What can you tell each other about the animals?  

Do you know what the adult animals are known as?  

Where might you find these animals?  

Would you find them in a jungle, or on a farm?  

 

Can the children that were in our Nursery recall which Family Group they were in?  

Could they talk about something they have learnt during the Family Group activities in 

Nursery?  

 

The children new to our school can use their ‘Pupil Voice’ to explain which animal group 

they would like to be in. Ask the children, if appropriate, “Can you explain why you made 

this choice?”  
 

Conclusion: 

The Early Years Staff will then plot everyone (including themselves) in a Family Group 

using the A3 posters as a visual aid on the ‘Family Groups’ display board.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Lesson 2 

 Introducing Basic Rights - From First Steps to Rights publication  
 

Key objectives 

To recognise what all children need to stay alive and grow up well.  

To begin to find out about the experiences of children in other countries and cultures.  
 

Materials: 

PowerPoint presentation 

Feely bag  

Need objects: dolls, plastic food item, bottle of water and toy shelter/home e.g. from 

train layout or Duplo set  

Photographs numbered 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 

Word labels: family, home, food, water and ‘RIGHTS’ 
 

Activity: 

Today, working in our new Family Groups, you will be thinking about the important things 

that children need to stay alive and grow up well. I wonder what some of these things 

might be? Let’s play a game so we can think about these things.   

 

(Without the children seeing the object, put one need item in the bag. Pass this around 

for all of the children to feel so that they can guess what it could be.) 

What could be in the bag?  What does it feel like? Have a guess at what it might be.  

Now let’s see what it is. What does this important item make you think of? Is it 

important to all children? Look at the photograph that links to this object. 

N.B. Some photographs show more than one need. 

Photographs 1, 2, 3, 6 and 8 link to the label ‘family’, represented by the small dolls. 

Photographs 2, 3, 4 and 5 link to the label ‘home’, represented by the toy house.  

Photographs 6, 7, 8 link to the label ‘food’, represented by the plastic food item. 

Photograph 9 link to the label ‘water’, represented by the bottle of water. 
 

How are the children experiencing this important thing in their lives? 

Ask the children, which label or labels could we add to this photograph?  

Should we add family, home, food or water? 

Now have a go at guessing the next item in the bag… (continue until all of the items have 

been pulled out of the bag). 
 

Conclusion  

Do you all have the things we have talked about? A family, food, water and a home?  

Do you think all children should have these things?  

All the things we have looked at are important things that every child needs; these 

needs are called ‘rights.’ 

All children have a right to clean water, food, a home and to be looked after by adults, 

who many people call their family.  

These important ‘rights’ are a few from a big list of things (the CRC) that people have 

agreed that all children in the world should have.  

We can add the RIGHTS label to all of these photographs. 



                                       Lesson 3                                 

Families - From First Steps to Rights publication 

N.B. You will be aware of the particular family circumstances of the children within the 

groups so can approach the topic of families with the necessary sensitivity. 
 

Key objectives                                                         

To recognise similarities and differences between their own lives and other people. 

To understand that differences are an acceptable part of life. 

To further develop speaking and listening skills. 

To develop skills of observation and description. 

 

Materials: 

PowerPoint Presentation  

Small dolls and feely bag.  

Photograph 1, 2, 3, 6, 14 and 15.  

 

Activity: 

Recap the, 'What's in the bag?’ activity from the last session using the small dolls again. 

Check that the children understand that the dolls represented a family. 

Remove the adult figures and leave a child or baby doll. Ask: Is it alright for the baby 

to be alone? Why? Why not? 

Discuss with the children that children need to be loved and looked after; children need 

adults to do things they can’t do for themselves. Replace the parent figure/figures 

beside the baby/child. Ask: Is that better? Why? 

Discuss what their families do for them? (Provide love, a home, food, help and play with 

them. Ask if all families are the same? Do all families do these kinds of things?  

Talk about different family groupings, (they can be small or big, when they can’t be with 

their own parents for various reasons, they need other people to be their family). 

Look at the photos and think and talk more about the different things families do.  

 

Children to sit in a circle, with the photos in the middle. Pass one of the dolls around 

the circle, whilst singing/chanting, “Little baby pass it on, pass it on, little baby pass it 

on, which one will you choose?” The tune of ‘London Bridge’ works well for this chant. 

The child holding the doll at the end of the song places it on the photograph they like 

best, or would most like to talk about. Ask, “Why did you choose that photograph?” Ask 

others what can be seen? What are people doing? Do they do that in their family? What 

is the same/different? What might have happened before/ after the photo was taken? 

 

Conclusion: 

Families are important-they provide love and care. 

All children need to be loved and looked after. 

Other children’s families may look very different to their own but they often do the 

same sorts of things. 

All children’s families are important to them.  



 

                                    Lesson 4                                 

Families - From First Steps to Rights publication 

Key objectives   

To understand that all children need somewhere to live – a place to call home. 

To make links between their own lives and the lives of others as they begin to 

understand that many different places can be homes.       

To further develop speaking and listening skills. 

 

Materials: 

PowerPoint Presentation  

Model house e.g. Duplo toy building and feely bag.  

Photographs 2, 3, 4, and 5.  

Additional home photographs 

Word labels for - special, safe, warm, loved and belonging 

Blank flashcards and pens  

 

Activity: 

Recap the 'What's in the bag?’ activity from the last session, this time using the toy 

house. What important thing (Right) might be inside? 

Produce the house and talk together about this is a place to live – a home. Do all 

children need somewhere to live? Should the home look like this? Can you think of any 

other types of homes?  

How do they feel about living in their own home? Read the word labels to encourage the 

vocabulary of special, safe, warm, loved and belonging. Blank flashcards could be used to 

record other words that the children give to describe their own home.  

 

Spread out the photo cards of the houses, then ask the children to sit in a circle, with 

the photos in the middle. Pass the toy house around the circle, whilst singing/chanting, 

“Little home pass it on, pass it on, pass it on, little home pass it on, which one will you 

choose?” As last time, the tune of ‘London Bridge’ works reasonably well for this chant. 

 

The child holding the house at the end of the song places it on the photograph they like 

best, or photo of the house they would most like to live in. Ask, “Why did you choose 

that photograph?” What sort of home is it? Where might it be? Who might live there? 

What is it made of? What things are the same as/different from their homes? What 

do they think it would be like inside/outside? What might it be like to live there?  

 

Conclusion: 

All children need a home, somewhere to live. 

Many different places can be homes. 

Other children’s homes may look different from their home, but each home is a special 

place for the people who live there. 



Lesson 5a                       

What do you eat? - From First Steps to Rights publication 

Key objectives   

To recognise that all children need (have a right to) nutritious food for good health. 

To know that children in different places eat different foods, prepared in different 

ways.  

To understand that we all enjoy food and have favourite foods. 

To understand that differences are an acceptable part of life.  
 

Materials: 

PowerPoint Presentation  

Plastic food item used in lesson 2 (when we introduced Basic Rights). Other food 

samples including, for example, rice, (cooked and raw) lentils, beans (dry) and a tin of 

baked beans.  

Photographs 6 and 8.  

Images of: foods prepared in different ways; meals with rice; beans and lentils. 

Large sheet of paper and pens or IWB.  
 

Activity: 

Show the children the (plastic) food item used in session 2 when Basic Rights were 

discussed. Can the children recall why this was in the feely bag in lesson 2? What did it 

represent? 

Pass the bag of rice around the group. As each child holds this packet, can they name 

something that they have eaten recently, today or yesterday? Adult to scribe items on 

the IWB or large sheet of paper OR the children might like to draw or label the foods 

for themselves. 

Count all of the different foods and talk together about the different foods. This is a 

great opportunity to pick up on which foods are so healthy (nutritious) that they could 

be eaten everyday and which foods are more like a treat. Ask the children if they eat 

these foods, or the same foods for every meal? Talk about the many choices on the 

paper/board and the variety of foods that are available to them. 

Show photograph 6 and talk about what the baby might be eating. Explain that rice is 

eaten in many parts of the world and is the main part of the meal for many people. Does 

everyone here like rice? Look at the difference between the cooked and raw rice. Some 

people prefer wholegrain rice; this is called brown rice.   

Photograph 8 shows a mother cooking. What might she be preparing?  Maybe it could be 

lentils or beans (show examples of these foods and photographs). These are foods that 

are eaten around the world but they are often prepared in different ways. 

 

Conclusion: 

All children need (have a right to) food and have different favourite foods.  

Many different healthy foods are eaten around the world. These could be foods we 

know, like rice, lentils or beans, that are prepared in different ways.  

Food eaten around the world may look and taste different but is enjoyed by the people 

that eat it, so it is different, not better or worse, than the food we enjoy eating. 



 

Lesson 5b                      

(Continued) What do you eat? - From First Steps to Rights publication 

Key objectives   

To recognise that all children need (have a right to) nutritious food for good health. 

To know that children in different places eat different foods, prepared in different 

ways.  

To understand that we all enjoy food and have favourite foods. 

To understand that differences are an acceptable part of life.  

 

Materials: 

PowerPoint Presentation  

Food items e.g. dried spices, mangoes, nut-free mini poppadum, some Greek Feta cheese 

or olives, grissini/breadsticks. 

Photographs 7 and 8.  

Images of food from around the world.  

Large sheet of paper and pens or IWB. 

 

Activity: 

Remind the children about the discussion during the last lesson, 5a. 

Can they remember what they thought the mother was cooking for her family 

(photograph 8)? 

Do all children eat the same foods? 

Show the children photograph 7 and talk about the different foods that they can see. 

Examine, smell the food items, possibly taste the mango. Talk together about their 

reactions to these foods that they investigate safely with their senses.  

*If appropriate and dietary needs allow, the children could try some mango, nut-free 

mini poppadum, some Greek Feta cheese or olives, grissini/breadsticks. 

The children could be told that it is ok to safely explore the dried spices on offer today 

too, using their sense of smell.  

Show the children images of food from around the world. Ask the children if any of 

them like Chinese, Greek, Indian or Italian food? Explain again that people have 

different tastes and that they may like their food prepared in different ways. It is fine 

if food is prepared safely in different ways as people have different tastes, likes and 

dislikes. Some people like spicy food, some people prefer their food without spice. 

Chillies can make food taste hot. Some people like the heat from chillies; other people 

don’t like to add this to their meals.  

 

Conclusion: 

All children need (have a right to) food and have different favourite foods.  

Many different healthy foods are eaten around the world.  

Food eaten around the world may look and taste different, but is enjoyed by the people  

that eat it, so it is different, not better or worse, than the food that we enjoy eating.  



                                                                        Lesson 6 

 

NSPCC Pants 
 

Key Objectives. 

To understand how the NSPCC can help us. 

To understand and learn the PANTS rules. 

To name body parts and know which parts should be private. 

 
  

CRC Article 19: All children have the right to be safe 

CRC Article 28: All children have the right to an education. 

 

Resources: 

PPT 

Pants template 

 

Activity: 

Work through the provided PPT. 

Children learn who the NSPCC are and what it stands for: 

National – The NSPCC works all over the country 

Society – a group of people who have come together 

Prevention – another word for stop.  

Cruelty – being mean, nasty or horrible.  

Children - ask the pupils what age do you stop being a child? The answer is 18 

 

Children need to know the PANTS rules – share these.  

Discuss which body parts we keep private.  

 

Children to design/decorate with coloured pencils the pants template.  

Come back together and see how well we can remember the PANTS rules.  

N.B Children to have these rules already photocopied on the back of the pants 

template:  

1. Privates are private 

2. Always remember your body belongs to you 

3. No means no 

4. Talk about secrets that upset you 

5. Speak up, someone can help.  

 

T/TA to decide whether children work in groups, pairs or individually. 
 

Please pass good examples onto Miss Begum so that a display can be put together. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



                                                                        Lesson 7 
 

Rainbow Day – Equality and Diversity Focus  

 

N.B. You will be aware of the particular family circumstances of the children within the 

groups so can approach the topic of families with the necessary sensitivity. 

 

Key Objectives: 

To recognise similarities and differences between their own lives and the lives of 

others.  

To understand that differences are an acceptable part of life. 

To know how different families can be.  

To further develop speaking and listening skills. 

 

Resources: 

PPT 

Foam heart templates with a recipe word on 

 

Activity: 

Work through the PPT. 

 
Discuss with the children that the world is full of people and we all have similarities and 

differences between ourselves and those around us.  

Talk with the children about how different families can be. There are many different 

family set ups. Keep explaining that care and love are important ingredients when 

creating a family.  

Together (verbally) create a recipe for a special family. This will involve asking the 

children themselves to think of words. Do the children readily offer care and love as 

suggestions?  

 

Next have a little look around the classroom to find hidden hearts. Discuss the 

vocabulary included on the hearts and add the words to the board. Next unveil the 

words hidden on the PowerPoint. Did we find all the hidden hearts? Have we missed any 

important words from our recipe?  

 

Conclusion: 

Draw the Rainbow Day session to a close by reminding the children that all families look 

different, but this doesn’t matter. Love is love!  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Lesson 8                      

What’s Missing? (To Explore the Right to Clean Water) - From First Steps to Rights  

 

Key objectives   

To explore the right to clean water. 

To make links between their lives and the lives of others. 

To find out how children in other countries have their right to water fulfilled.  

To further develop empathy. 

To further develop the children’s speaking, listening and observational skills. 

 

Materials: 

PowerPoint Presentation - access to IWB 

Photographs 9, 10 and 11.  

Bottle of water 

Image of a tap, flannel and soap, toothbrush and toothpaste, 

cups/beakers, plates and cutlery, washing up bowl, dirty plate and washing up liquid 

Large sheet of paper and pens or IWB. 

 

Activity: 

Explain that today we are going to think about one of the things that is very important 

to keep them alive and healthy. 

Show the children the bottle of water used in session 2 when Basic Rights were 

discussed. Can the children recall why this was in the feely bag in lesson 2? What did it 

represent? 

Set out the photographs and discuss the scenarios: washing up, making a drink, cleaning 

teeth, washing with a flannel, cleaning hands. What do we need to make all of these 

activities/jobs possible?  

Where would we get the water to do these jobs? Show the picture of the tap. 

What if we didn’t have a tap in the house? Talk about what people do if they don’t have 

a tap. They would still need to do the jobs, so what would they do?  

Show the photographs 9, 10 and 11. 

Discuss the differences between their experiences and those of the children in the 

photographs. What are they doing? Where are they getting water? How long do they 

think it will take? Do they think the water will be clean? Why? Why not?  

 

Conclusion: 

Clean water is important for life and health. 

It is difficult for some children to get clean water. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

                                                                        Lesson 9 

Let’s Play! - From First Steps to Rights  

 

Key Objectives   
 

To explore a child's rights to play and relax – CRC Article 31. 

To enable children to recognise similarities and differences between their lives and the 

lives of others. 

 

Materials: 

PowerPoint Presentation - access to IWB 

Photographs 12, 13 and 14.  

Feely bag and small ball, toy car, toy train and skipping rope. 

A3 Copy of page 46 of First Steps to Rights – Children’s Play Around the World  

 

Activity: 

Work through the provided PPT. 

 

Sit the children in a circle. Pass around the feely bag. Can you guess what any of the 

items inside might be?  

Show the children the items. What do we do with all these things? We play with them. 

Discuss: Is play important? Why is it important? How would they feel if they were not 

allowed to play? Should all children be able to play? Are all children allowed to play?  

Spread out the photographs and discuss what the children notice. What are the 

children doing/playing? Where are they playing? Where do their toys come from?  

Explain that some games are played in various places around the world: skipping, 

marbles, ball games, hopscotch. If the children don’t have toys they can still 

play…imaginatively if taking part in drama, singing, ring/clapping games.  

Show the link of the children playing clapping games: 

https://youtu.be/Iwjn3hO2620 

 

Discuss a few stories from the Children’s Play Around the World sheet. 

Ask the children to think of their favourite toy. How would they feel if they lost it, or 

if it got broken, or if they had to give it away?  

 

Conclusion: 

All children need to play, relax and have fun.  

Children in different places may play with different toys, or have no toys at all.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

about:blank


 

 

                                                                        Lesson 10 

Let’s Play! - From First Steps to Rights  

 

Key Objectives   
 

To explore a child's rights to play and relax – CRC Article 31. 

To enable children to recognise similarities and differences between their lives and the 

lives of others. 

 

Materials: 

PowerPoint Presentation - access to IWB 

Photographs 12, 13 and 14.  

Basket and small ball, toy car, toy train and skipping rope. 

A3 Copy of page 47 of First Steps to Rights – Games from Around the World  

A handkerchief/piece of material  

Space to play  

 

Activity: 

Work through the provided PPT. 

 

Sit the children in a circle. Basket of toys. 

Discuss: Which important Right do the toys remind us of? Is play important? Why is it 

important? How would they feel if they were not allowed to play?  

Remind the children of the photographs. Can they recall what they noticed last lesson? 

Do the children remember that if children don’t have toys they can still play? 

 

Explain that today the children will have the opportunity to play a couple of games from 

around the world.  

Show the link of children playing the ‘Drop the Handkerchief Game’:- 

https://youtu.be/6jrAj2h0FsE 

 

Which game does this remind you of?  

Work together to choose another game to play from the explanation sheet,  

‘Games from Around the World’. 
 

Conclusion: 

All children need to play, relax and have fun.  

Children in different places may play different games, have different toys or no toys, 

but sometimes their games are very similar to games we already play. 

Children do not need toys in order to play, but they do need time to play.  

 

 

 

 

about:blank


Lesson 11 
 

Co-operation – Fitting Together 

 

 

Key Objectives 

To explore the balance between Rights and responsibilities and explore the concept of 

co-operation and participation. 

To further develop the skills of co-operation and participation. 

 

Materials 

PowerPoint presentation 

Two enlarged copies of page 54 of First Steps to Rights Publication – cut one copy into 

pieces, enough for one per pair, and one piece for the teacher/s. 

Blu-tac 

Bag and food item, doll family and bottle of water 

Clear board/wall space – space to put the puzzle together 

 
Activity: 

 

Recap the introductory, ‘What’s in the bag?’ activity, showing the food item, doll family 

and bottle of water as a reminder.  

Explain that some important things that children need are not physical, like food and 

water that they can see and touch, but are about things that you can do and the way 

that you behave. 

Ask the children to work in pairs. Give each child a piece of the picture, keeping a 

piece/s for yourself.   

Ask each pair to look at their piece; do they know what it is? Is each piece any good on 

its own? What could we do to make each piece make sense?  

Display the whole picture so that the children can spot where their piece belongs.  

Each pair can then take a turn plotting where their piece goes on the completed picture.  

When all the children have completed this, discuss why the picture is not complete. 

Convey reluctance in parting with the piece/s that you (the teacher) is holding, “I would 

really love to keep this piece. I would like to take it home. Do you really need it? Tell me 

why you need it?” 

When the children have had the opportunity to persuade you, agree to add your piece/s 

and complete the picture. Decide if this is better. Discuss that everyone’s piece was 

needed; we all need each other.  
 

Conclusion: 

Children have the Right to join in activities together. 

Children need to help, and listen to each other, so that everyone gets the best out of 

what they do together. 

When we work together we can find answers that we couldn’t find alone.  

 

 

 



Lesson 12 
 

Attendance Focus 

 

Key Objectives 

To elect new members to The Children’s Attendance Working Party. 

To discuss together the school’s attendance incentives and rewards. 

To consider the impact of lateness to school.  

 

Materials 

PowerPoint presentation 

Post it notes for children and staff to record ideas on  

 
Activity: 

Explain about the Children’s Attendance Working Party. Work together to elect a 

member for the Working Party from the class. Who would like to take on this 

responsibility? N.B. Any child who already has a role within school will not need to be 

included as a candidate, but any child, including those that have poor attendance, should 

be encouraged to put themselves forward.  

The ideal candidate would need to be happy to share ideas with others and to take an 

active part in activities that will help improve attendance at our school. 

Once elected, the child will hold the position of an Attendance Working Party member 

throughout their years at school.  

How could we ensure a fair vote?    

Next discuss the current incentives and rewards in place at school.  

Which rewards and incentives are most important to the children? Pool the children’s 

ideas. 

Would the children like new imagery for the Attendance Award medals?  

If so, what should these images be? Draw or list any thoughts please.   

The last activity concerns lateness, the children need to know that this is an issue 

within our school. Explain to the children that often, when we are running late, we are 

less ready to learn. We all need to know ways to prevent lateness. Can the children think 

of some suggestions that could prevent lateness? Do these ideas match any of the ideas 

that have been hidden on the screen? Have they got an idea that could be added to the 

slide? Record these ideas on paper too please.   
 

Conclusion: 

As all children have the Right to learn, (Article 28) remind the children of ways to stay 

fit and healthy, (as a precaution for not missing out on an education through illness).  

Thank the children for all their help this session, and remind them that their ideas for 

improving attendance are always welcome. They should always feel confident to use 

their pupil voice as all children have a right to be heard (Article 12).  

 
Please pass the name of the elected Children’s Working Party representative from your 

class and all the notes made throughout this session to Mrs. Fox. Thank you.  

 

 



Lesson 13  
 

Diversity  

 

Key Objectives 

To explore issues of equality. 

To celebrate, respect and value diversity. 

To develop positive self-image and self-esteem. 

 

Materials 

PowerPoint presentation 

Photographs 1, 2, 3, and 6 

A toy/object to pass around the circle at circle time 

 
Activity: 

Children to work, with adult support, with a partner as they talk to each other to find things 

that are the same about them both, e.g. physical features: both have a nose, two ears, one 

mouth… 

Next, are there any things that they can’t see that are the same about them both? This could 

be their age, things they like, if they both have a brother or sister… 

Which things are different but similar? For example: both have hair but it is a different colour 

or length. 

Take feedback from children that are happy to share what they have discussed. 

Explain that there are lots of things that are the same about all of the children but that 

everyone is different too. There is nobody exactly the same as everyone is unique.  

Display the photographs so that they can be seen by everyone.  

Ask the class in what ways are the children in the photographs the same as them? 

Next, talk about the ways the children in the photographs are different.  

Ask the class, if the children came to the classroom would they like to play with us? Do you 

think they would like a drink or a snack?  

So, are all children the same wherever they come from?  

Circle Time – Think about the person next to you - what is special about them? What are they 

good at? Go around the circle with each child saying something nice/kind about the child next to 

them.  

 

Conclusion: 
Everyone is the same in some ways, but different in some ways. 

Everyone is unique. 

All children need the same Basic Rights and should have the same Rights whatever they look like 

or wherever they live. 

The things that are different about each one of us makes us who we are and we can feel 

pleased about our differences, for ourselves and each other.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Lesson 14 

 

Teaching Rights: All My Friends Need Teachers 

 

Key objectives 

To understand what Sustainable Development Goal 4 is. 

To be able to use evidence to identify why there is a need for more teachers and more support 

for teachers around the world. 

To be able to identify a sequence of events from cause to effect to solution for the global 

learning crisis. 

To develop the skills and knowledge to democratically influence their MP and Parliament. 

 

Resources:    

PPT 

Copies of Issue Trees (children could do these in pairs or groups with an A3 tree) 

Copies of apple templates 

Copies of images  

Scissors, glue, pencils  

 

Activity:   

Look at the Global Goals for Sustainable Development – refer to the copy that is on the 

classroom wall.  Explain that today we will pay particular attention to Global Goal 4. 

 

Discuss the following questions: 

Do you think Teachers are important in ensuring everyone gets an education? Why?  

What would happen if there were no Teachers? 

 

Work through the slides. Slide 5 focuses on CAUSES, EFFECTS and SOLUTIONS for theme 1. 

Discuss the notes at the bottom of the side.  

Record on the whiteboard or flipchart what the children discuss.  

Children to create an Issue Tree using the templates provided: the causes of the problem is 

labelled as the roots, the effects of the problem is labelled on the branches, explain the 

children will add solutions to the problem on the apples. 

 

Plenary: 

What can be done to make sure every child has a teacher?  

 

Please send all of the Issue Trees to Mrs. Slattery to be sent to Mrs. Davison, our local MP. 

Some of the Issue Trees will be used for display so encourage good presentation. 

 

 


